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In this paper, we follow, unless stated to the contrary, the notation 
and terminology of the previous papers in this series [1]. However, we 
consider only a particular case of the general theory given in (1). Namely, 
we take the constant field F to be the field 0 of complex numbers, we 
take w to be the ring O[z] of polynomials with complex coefficients, and 
we take the valuation 1-1 to be the degree of a polynomial. Further, 
we let G be any connected open subset of 0, and II: Z1, z2, .•• an arbitrary 
infinite sequence of equal or distinct points of G. Then we can take the 
ring of analytic functions on G to be a weld ring of the sequence of primes 
II: z- Z1, z- Z2, •••• Of course, this simply means that the general theory 
of [1] can be applied to any vector /I(z), ... , fm(z) of analytic functions 
on G, m being any positive integer. 
Throughout this paper, we shall abuse language and speak of the ap-
proximation of a vector of analytic functions on G with respect to the 
sequence of points II: z1, Z2, ••• ,when, in the terminology of [1], we mean 
approximation with respect to the sequence of primes II: z-z1, z-z2, •••• 
In the first part of this paper, we shall prove a very general theorem 
which asserts that a vector /I(z), ... , fm(z) of analytic functions on G, 
which is linearly independent over the field of rational functions, is perfect 
with respect to "most" sequences of points II in G. This theorem is 
remarkable, since previously only a few examples of perfect function 
vectors were known (see § 23 of [1]). However, the theorem is purely 
an existence one, and unfortunately gives no method for explicitly con-
structing the Latin and German approximation polynomials. The explicit 
construction of these approximation polynomials seems to be a difficult 
problem. 
In the second part, we consider the following general question. If 
/I(z), ... , fm(z) is any vector of analytic functions which is perfect with 
respect to any sequence II: Z1, z2, ..• of distinct points of G, we determine 
a lower bound for 
max IPI(z) /I(z) + ... + Pm(z) /m(z) I 
z=z1, ... ,Zmg 
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where p 1(z), ... , Pm(z) are arbitrary polynomials which are not all identi-
cally zero, and e-1= max IPk(z)l- This lower bound is in terms of 
k 
(*) max max 12ihk(zle ... e)l (h, k= 1, ... , m), 
h, k z=z1, ...• ztne 
where 
(h, k= 1, ... , m) 
are the unique German approximation polynomials defined in § ll of [1 ]. 
I have been unable, in general, to give an explicit upper estimate for (*), 
although it does not seem unreasonable to do so. This general theorem 
is therefore unsatisfactory in its present form. 
However, for the particular function vector £X~, ... , £X:,, £XI, ••• , ~Xm being 
distinct non-zero complex numbers, and the particular sequence 
Ih: 0, 1, 2, ... , the approximation polynomials 
(h, k= 1, ... , m) 
were explicitly constructed in § 26 of [1]. Using these explicit expressions, 
one can give an explicit upper estimate for (*), and the general theorem 
then yields a result analogous to that of TuRAN and DANOS [2]. 
In the light of the applications TuRAN and DANOS give for their results 
[2], [3], it would be very interesting to obtain an explicit upper estimate 
for (*) in the general case. 
I wish to express my thanks to A. van der Poorten for stimulating 
discussions on this work. 
l. The general perfectness theorem is as follows. 
Theorem 1. Let h(z), ... , fm(z) be any vector of analytic functions on 
G, which is linearly independent over the field of rational functions, and let 
S be an arbitrary finite or countably infinite subset of G. Then there exist 
infinitely many sequences II: z~, z2, ... of distinct points of G, with respect 
to which this function vector is perfect, and which contain a subsequence 
converging to each point of S. 
Proof. The set S being given, we prove by a recursive argument 
that there exist infinitely many sequences II: z~, z2, . . . satisfying the 
assertions of the theorem. 
A sequence II: z1, z2, . . . satisfying the assertions of the theorem is 
defined as follows. 
Firstly, choose for z1 any point in G at which none of the functions 
h(z), ... , fm(z) vanish. Such a choice is always possible since the zeros 
of these functions form a discrete subset of G. By this choice of z1, it 
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follows from Criterion 2 of § 13 of [1] 1), that the function vector 
/I(z), ... , fm(z) is normal at all systems of parameters e1. ... ,em with sum 
a.;;; I. 
Next, let 1: be any positive integer, and suppose that we have con-
structed the points z1, ... , z.E in such a fashion that /I(z), ... , fm(z) is normal 
at all systems of parameters e1, ... ,em with sum a.;;; I:. We show that we 
can choose the point z.E+l in any sufficiently small neighbourhood of any 
point inS such that /I(z), ... , fm(z) is normal at all systems of parameters 
el, ... ,em with sum a.;;; 1: + 1. 
To see this, let { (ein>, ... , e~>) In= 1, ... , N(l:)} be the set of all systems 
of parameters with sum equal to 1:. Then, since /I(z), ... , fm(z) is normal 
at all such systems of parameters ein>, ... , e~>, the Second Uniqueness 
Theorem of § ll of (1) implies that the Latin remainder functions 
(h= 1, ... , m; n= 1, ... , N(I:)) 
are uniquely determined, except for a constant factor, by the points 
Z!, ••• , z.E. Further, since the function vector /I(z), ... , fm(z) is linearly 
independent over the field of rational functions, none of these remainder 
functions is identically zero, and thus their zeros form a discrete subset 
of G. We can therefore choose z.E+l in any sufficiently small neighbourhood 
of any point of S such that none of 
(h= 1, ... , m; n= 1, ... , N(I:)) 
vanish at z.E+1• I.e. 
I rn(Z I einl ... e~>) I = 1: (h= 1, ... , m; n= 1, ... , N(I:)). 
But, since these remainder functions are unique, it follows from Cri-
terion 2 of § 13 of [1] 1) that /I(z), ... , fm(z) is normal at all systems of 
parameters 
(h= 1, ... , m; n= 1, ... , N(I:)), 
i.e. /I(z), ... , fm(z) is normal at all systems of parameters e1 •... , em with 
sum a.;;;l:+l. 
Thus the sequence II: Z1, z2, ••• is recursively defined, and it obviously 
satisfies the assertions of the theorem. 
Further, it is clear that the above argument proves the existence of 
infinitely many sequences satisfying the assertions of the theorem. This 
completes the proof. 
1) As Professor Popken has pointed out to me, we use here a slightly weakened 
form of normality and consequently a slightly weakened form of Criterion 2 of 
§ 13 of [1]. The slightly weakened form of normality at e1, ... ,em is as follows. 
Instead of insisting that the function vector h(z), ... , fm(z) vanishes at none of 
the points II: Z1, Z2, ••• , we insist only that it vanishes at none of the points z1, ••• , za. 
The rest of the definition remains unchanged. The whole theory of normality given 
in [1] obviously holds for this slightly weakened form of normality, and, of course, 
the notion of /l(z), ... , fm(z) being perfect remains the same. 
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As mentioned before, Theorem I is an existence theorem, and gives 
no method for explicitly constructing the approximation polynomials. 
Indeed, it does not even give explicitly the sequences II: z~, z2, . . . satis-
fying the assertions of the theorem. 
It is also worth noting .that the proof of Theorem I shows that there 
exist infinitely many sequences sequences II: z1, z2, ... , which, in addition 
to satisfying the assertions of the theorem, are contained in any given 
dense subset of G. 
2. Let /I(z), ... , fm(z) be any vector of analytic functions on G, which 
is perfect with respect to a sequence II: z~, z2, ... of distinct points of G. 
If p1(z), ... , Pm(z) are arbitrary polynomials, which are not all identically 
zero, and e-I =max IPk(z)j, we now determine a lower bound for 
k 
max IPI(z)h{z) + ... +Pm(z)fm(z) I· 
•-•1···· ·•me 
If f(z) is any analytic function on G, let us put 11/(z)ll = max 1/(z)l. 
·-·1· ....• mQ 
Define F(z) =p1(z)h(z) + ... +Pm(z)fm(z). Then the identity 
m 
+ ! Pk(z) mhki(z 1 e ... e) (h, j= I, ... , m) 
k-1 
obviously holds, where 
mhk(zle ... e), ffihki(zle ... e) (h, k, j= I, ... , m) 
are the unique German polynomials and remainder functions defined in 
§ II of [I]. Since all of the remainder functions 
(h, k, j =I, ... , m) 
vanish at all the points z1, ... , Zme, it follows immediately that 
m 
II m:M(zle ... e) F(z)ll = 11/i(z) ! Pk(z) mhk(zle ... e )II (h,j=I, ... ,m), 
k-1 
whence 
m 
llfi{z) ! Pk(z) mhk(zle ... e )II 
(I) IIF(z) II> jj~hj(zle ... e )II (h, j =I, ... , m). 
Now choose the index j so that min 1/i(z)l= max min 1/k(z}l, 
z=z1, ...• zme k z=z1, ...• zme 
and the index h so that Ph(z) is any of those polynomials among PI(z), ... , 
Pm(z) having degree equal toe- I. Let H be the highest coefficient of Ph(z). 
With this choice of the indices h and j, it follows from (I) that 
m 
II ! Pk(z) mhk(zle ... e )I! 
(2} IIF(z)ll > mkax ·-.r::_~~ •me I /k(z)l _k;;:_--=c11=1m:~hj_,.(.....,zl-e -.. -. e-,.).,.,..11-
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An upper bound for 112rM(zle ... e)ll is trivially given by 
(3) 112rM(zle ... e)ll < max max 12tnk(zle ... e)l. 
h,k •=•l•····•me 
m 
To obtain a lower bound for II! Pk(z)2tnk(zle ... e)ll, we shall apply the 
following lemma. k=l 
Lemma. If b(z) is any polynomial of degree at most me-l and highest 
coefficient {3, then 
where 
IDC(zl, ···' Zme) = { I l }-l. i=liZi-Zll ... lzi-Zi-1llzi-Zi+1l ... lzi-Zmel 
Proof. By the Lagrange interpolation formula 
b(z) = I b(zi) (z-z1) ... (z-zi-1)(Z-ZH1) ... (z-zme) 
i =l (zi- Z1) ... (Zi- Zi-1)(Zi- Zi+l) ... (Zi- Zme) 
and thus, equating highest coefficients, 
Hence 
me l 
1{31 < llb(z)ll ! , i=llzi-Zll ... lzi-Zi-lllzi-Zi+ll ... lzi-Zmel 
and the assertion of the lemma follows. 
Now, since h(z), ... , fm(z) is perfect with respect to II: z1, z2, ... , 
l2tnk(zle ... e)l = (m-l)e-l+l5nk (k= l, ... , m), 
and, by definition, the highest coefficient of 2rM(zle ... e) is l (see § ll 
of [1]). It follows that 
m ! Pk(z)2tnk(zle ... e)=Hzme- 1 +lower powers of z. 
k=l 
Hence, applying the lemma, we obtain 
m 
(4) II ! Pk(z)2tnk(zle ... e) II;;;.. IHIIDC(Zl, ... , zme)· 
k=l 
Substituting the estimates (3) and (4) into (2), we arrive at the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let h(z), ... , fm(z) be any vector of analytic functions on 
G, which is perfect with respect to a sequence II: z1, z2, ... of distinct points 
of G. If p1(z), ... , Pm(z) are arbitrary polynomials, which are not all identically 
zero, e -1 = max IPk(z)l' and H is the highest coefficient of any of those 
k 
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polynomials among Pt(z), ... , Pm(z) having degree equal to e -1, then 
max [Pt(z) /t(z) + ... + Pm(z) fm(z)[ 
[H[ 
max mm 1 fk(z) 1 we (zt, ... , zme) 
k z~zl • ..• "me 
max max [SUnk(z[e ... e)l 
and 
(h, k= 1, ... , m) 
are the unique, normalized, German approximation polynomials of ft(z), ... , 
fm(z) with respect to the sequence II: Zt, z2, ... (see § II of [I] for the precise 
definition). 
It seems remarkable that the lower bound for 
max [pt(z) /t(z) + ... + Pm(z) fm(z) I 
Z=Zl•··· • Zm(} 
given by Theorem 2 is essentially independent of the coefficients of the 
arbitrary polynomials Pt(z), ... , Pm(z). 
However, apart from this fact, Theorem 2 is unsatisfactory in its present 
form, since I can give no explicit upper bound for 
max max [SUnk(z[e ... e) I 
h. k z~z1 • ...• •me 
for arbitrary function vectors /t(z), ... , fm(z). 
Finally, we apply Theorem 2 to the particular function vector ai ... , <X~, 
<Xt, ... , <Xm being distinct non-zero complex numbers, and the particular 
sequence lit: 0, 1, 2, .... For it was shown in § 24 of [1] that <Xi, ... , <X~ 
is perfect with respect to lit: 0, 1, 2, ... , and further, in § 26 of [1], the 
German approximation polynomials were shown to be given explicitly by 
We now use these explicit expressions to obtain an explicit upper bound 
for max max I SUnk(z I e ... e) I in this particular case. 
h,k z~zl• ... • "me 
Put. 
Ll =max [ak[ , w= min [ak[ , b= min [<Xk-<Xll· 
k k hi 
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Then clearly 
max min j£X~j = min (1, LJme-1). 
k z=O •...• me-l 
m 
Further, IT (3"-£Xz)e- 6hl is majorized by (3-+Lf)mQ-l, and thus 
l=l 
I {dd~ IT (3"-£Xz)e-6hz} I< (me-l) ... (me-A.)(2LJ)me-1-.t 3- z-1 a="'k (1 o 1 1) ~~.=' , ... ,me- . 
Hence, if i is any of the points 0, 1, ... ,me-l, it follows that 
-(e-ll me-1 
W .11-(m-lle "' (1 1 ') 
<( ( -1)' u £w. II.+ -~ ... e . -'=• 
... (me-l-i)LI-'(me-1) ... (me·-A.)(2LJme-1-A), 
w-!e-ll me-1 (m -1-i)l 
.,..... .11-(m-l)e (2 '"')me-1( 1)1 "' e . 2--' 
...., (e-1)! u LJ me- . /~i (A.-i)! (me-A.-1)! ' 
w-!e-ll me-1-i (mn-l-i)l 
.;;;; 15-1m-1le (2LJ)me-l(me-l)! 2 '"' . · 2-.t-•, (e-1)! A=o A.!(me-1-~-A.)! 
w-!e-ll 
< (e -1)! 15-!m-lle (3LJ)me-l (me -1) !, 
i.e. 
(5) w-!e-ll max max !2!hk(z!e ... e)!.;;;; 115-!m-l>e(3LJ)me-l(me-l)!. h,k z-o ....• me-1 (e-1). 
Finally, we observe that 
(6) { me=l 1 }-l (me-l)! W'l(O, 1, ... ,me-l)= 2 'I( -1-')1 = 2me 1 . 
i=O ~.me ~ · 
Substituting the estimates (5) and (6) into Theorem 2, we obtain the 
following result. 
Theorem 3. Let £XI, ... , 1Xm be any distinct non-zero complex numbers, 
p1(z), ... , Pm(z) arbitrary polynomials which are not all identically zero, 
e -1 = max IPk(z)l, and H the highest coefficient of any of those polynomials 
k 
among p1(z), ... , Pm(z) having degree equal to e-1. Put 
Ll = max j£Xkj , w= min j£Xk! , 15= min j£Xk-£Xzj. 
k k k*l 
Then 
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TuR.AN and DANOS [2] have obtained an analogous result to Theorem 3, 
and they have applied their results to study the distribution of the zeros 
of certain classes of analytic functions. I have not investigated the appli-
cation of Theorems 2 and 3 to such questions. 
Department of Pure Mathematics, 
Australian National University, 
Canberra 
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